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1 of 1 review helpful God Bless You Dr Kevorkian By Doggai The Doctor outlived his biographer and supporter by 
several years Whether one loves or hates Kurt Vonnegut jr his published works are and will continue to be examples 
of looking at the world through clean lenses Vonnegut spent the better part of 60 years dismembering the status quo 
and shredding the hypocrisy therein I would like to have spent so From Slapstick s Turkey Farm to Slaughterhouse 
Five s eternity in a Tralfamadorean zoo cage with Montana Wildhack the question of the afterlife never left Kurt 
Vonnegut s mind In God Bless You Dr Kevorkian Vonnegut skips back and forth between life and the Afterlife as if 
the difference between them were rather slight In thirty odd interviews Vonnegut trips down the blue tunnel to the 
pearly gates in the guise of a roving reporter for public radio conductin From Publishers Weekly As a reporter on the 
afterlife Kurt Vonnegut bravely allows himself to be strapped to a gurney by his friend Jack Kevorkian and dispatched 
round trip to the Pearly Gates Or at least that s what he claims in the introduction to this s 
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praticato il suicidio assistito su 129 malati  Free whether you like geoff fieger or not its hard to argue his record as a 
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